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CBSE GUESS - 2015 

Class – IX 

Subject – SOCIAL SCIENCE 

SUMMATIVE ASSESSMENT -1 
 

Time allowed: 3 Hours     Maximum Marks: 90 

 
1. The battle which sealed the fate of 1815 was _______.     (1) 

2. Jammu and Kashmir, Punjab, Rajasthan and Gujarat Share international boundary with which 

country?          (1) 

3. Narmada and Tapi flow through which type of valley.     (1) 

4. Which ri er is also kno n as Dakshin Ganga .      (1) 

5. Why Did Genral Jaruzelski imposed martial law in Poland, in December 1981.  (1) 

6. Who drafted a constitution for India in 1928?      (1) 

7. When do we say that election are fair?       (1) 

8. After how many years does Maxico hold elections for electing its president?  (1) 

9. Highlight the political reasons behind French Revolution?    (3) 

10. Explain any three main causes of the Russian revolution.     (3) 

Or 

Explain any three effects of the Great Economic Depression over the German economy.  

       11(a). Describe the views of Radicals.       (3) 

   Or 

       11(b). State three main features of Nazi Schooling?     

 (3) 
12. Describe any three features of the Western coastal plains.    (3) 

13. Mention the latitudinal extent of India. Which is the most important latitude of our country? 

Mention its importance.        (3) 

14. Why is Indian Ocean named after our country? Give three reasons.   (3) 

15. Explain any three reasons for the significance of rivers for the economy of a country. (3) 

16. Write any three significance of the preamble of our constitution?   (3) 

17. What are the values that inspire us from democratic governance? Describe any three values.(3) 

18. What do you understand by the following:      (3) 

(a) Rule of law 

(b) Respect for rights 

(c) Political equality 

19. Describe the three features of small scale manufacturing as a non farm activity in Palampur.(3) 

20. Modern farming methods require more inputs which are manufactured in the industry. Why?(3) 

21. Describe the subsistence crisis.        (5) 
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22. Relate the changes which followed October Revolution in Russia.   (5) 

Or 

Describe five important consequences of the Great economic Depression of 1929 on the   

German economy. 
23. Which river marks the eastern most boundary of Himalaya? Explain the division of Himalayas on 

the basis of regions from west to east.      (5) 

24. What is a constitution? Why do we need a constitution?     (5) 

25. With help of an example prove that a democratic government is a more accountable form of 

government.          (5) 

26. Farmers of which two states were the first to use modern farming methods in India? Mention 

any four positive effects of it.        (5) 

27. In what way is the human capital superior to other sources like physical capital? How can a large 

population be turned into a productive asset? Explain any four methods.  (5) 

28. Define human capital formation. Explain any four benefits of investment in human capital? (5) 

29.  Three items A, B, and C are shown in the given outline map of France. Identify these items with 

the help of following information and write their correct names on the lines marked on the 

map.(3) 

(A) A fortress-prison stormed by the people in 1789. 

(B) A fort of France related to slave trade. 

(C) The North Western region of France which was not affected by great fear. 
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30. On the given outline map of India, locate and label the following with appropriate symbols     (3) 

(a) Tropic of Cancer 

(b) Karakoram Range 

(c) River Kaveri 
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